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“

You have to learn
the rules of the game.
And then, you have to play
better than anyone else.

”

Albert Einstein
iEM INSERTS FOR THICK TURRET TOOLING

S

iEM INSERTS FOR
TURRET TOOLING
Less THICK
is the new more!
UNIVERSAL

No more compatibility problems!
iEM inserts can be used not only with the new Matrix EMX Thick
Turret line but also with the most common types of punch-holder,
thanks to specific adapters (patent pending).
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RELIABLE

No compromise.
Solid and precise, nothing to sacrifice: iEM inserts offer the same
performance as traditional integral punches.
The same strength, the same sharpening and the highest reliability on
the market.
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iEM INSERTS FOR
TURRET TOOLING
Less THICK
is the new more!
FLEXIBLE

Multiply your options!
iEM inserts have two slots
(0° and 180°) that multiply the
punch-holder references.
Machining has never been so flexible.

SIMPLE

Whoever said that precision and simplicity cannot go hand in
hand?
A common hexagonal key for an easy mechanical locking system.
Zero complexity and the same precision as an integral punch.

iEM INSERTS FOR
TURRET TOOLING
Less THICK
is the new more!
GREEN

It’s possible to help the environment, and
limit costs, without sacrificing high technical
performance.
Less material, less energy wasted for production and
transport.
And more space for tools: up to 4 inserts in the same
space as one integral punch.

COST-EFFECTIVE

Spend less, to have more!
iEM inserts cost up to 60% less than integral punches. And that’s not
all: the surface coating costs less too! An excellent result.

EXAMPLE:
AIR BLOW, C STATION SHAPED TOOL
With the purchase of just two inserts, the investment
in the corresponding Air Blow adapter is recovered.
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COST

<

–42%
AB 5x50 rectangular
insert iEM

AB 5x50 rectangular
solid punch
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Discover the new EMX line
of punch-holders too.
Specially designed by Matrix
to give you an even greater advantage!
The C, D and E station adapters
are patent pending.
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